For survival, it is necessary to attend quickly towards dangerous objects, but to turn away from something that is disgusting. We tested whether fear and disgust sounds direct spatial attention differently. Using fMRI, a sound cue (disgust, fear or neutral) was presented to the left or right ear. The cue was followed by a visual target (a small arrow) which was located on the same (valid) or opposite (invalid) side as the cue. Participants were required to decide whether the arrow pointed up-or downwards while ignoring the sound cue. Behaviorally, responses were faster for invalid compared to valid targets when cued by disgust, whereas the opposite pattern was observed for targets after fearful and neutral sound cues. During target presentation, activity in the visual cortex and IPL increased for targets invalidly cued with disgust, but for targets validly cued with fear which indicated a general modulation of activation due to attention. For the TPJ, an interaction in the opposite direction was observed, consistent with its role in detecting targets at unattended positions and in relocating attention. As a whole our results indicate that a disgusting sound directs spatial attention away from its location, in contrast to fearful and neutral sounds. 
Introduction
Emotional cues can have a powerful effect on spatial attention. Evolutionary, it seems useful for survival to quickly direct attention towards a dangerous object like a snake in the grass. However, in the case of disgusting stimuli like rotten food or dirty places, it might be better to direct attention away to prevent sickness or infection. Indeed, findings from recent studies suggest that spatial attention is directed towards the location of fearful and angry stimuli but away from the location of disgusting stimuli. When fearful faces or angry sound stimuli were used as spatial cues, participants were faster in detecting emotionally neutral targets when these were presented on the same side as the fearful and angry cues instead of the opposite side (Pourtois et al., 2006; Fichtenholtz et al., 2007; Brosch et al., 2009; Poliakoff et al., 2007) . However, the opposite effects were observed with disgust sounds or disgusting faces (Zimmer et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015; Bertels et al., 2013; Cisler and Olatunji, 2010) . Here, participants responded faster when disgust cues were followed by targets on the opposite side of space. Thus, in contrast to fearful and angry cues, disgust cues seemed to be spatially avoided by turning spatial attention away from their location. The aim of the present fMRI-study was to investigate the brain areas involved in avoiding disgust, but attending to fear.
To the best of our knowledge, there are so far no fMRI studies which have investigated the redirection of spatial attention when confronted with disgust cues. There are two EEG studies (Zimmer et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015) that investigated the neural correlates of spatial attention following disgust cues (i.e. facial expressions or sounds) compared with either neutral or fearful cues. Both studies found an emotional modulation of the P300-component which is a positive EEG component occurring roughly 300 ms after a target stimulus is presented. For fearful cues, a P300 was observed that was smaller for targets cued on the same side of space (valid) than on the other side of space (invalid), whereas the reverse was found for disgust cues (Liu et al., 2015; Zimmer et al., 2015) . More specifically, the presentation of targets validly cued by disgust (i.e. presented on the same side of space) resulted in a greater P300 compared to targets invalidly cued by disgust (i.e. presented on the opposite side of space). FMRI studies have suggested that the temporoparietal-junction (TPJ) might be one of the possible generators of the P300-component (Kutas et al., 1977; Donchin, 1981; Knight et al., 1989 and Verleger et al., 2005) . In the case of non-emotional neutral stimuli, the TPJ typically showed increased activity for invalid compared to valid target positions. This has been interpreted as the TPJ being responsible for detecting targets at invalid positions and redirecting attention to them (e.g. unattended or invalidly cued stimuli; visual: Corbetta et al., 2000; multisensory: Santangelo et al., 2009; Yang and Mayer, 2014) . With respect to disgust stimuli, activation in the TPJ might reflect the redirection of attention away from a disgusting stimulus location. We therefore expect that validity effects in the TPJ reverse when targets are cued by disgust stimuli; that is, greater activity is expected in the TPJ for valid target positions compared to invalid target positions.
Other brain areas might also show an interaction between emotion and validity. FMRI studies investigating spatial cueing effects with emotional cues different from disgust such as fear or anger (Pourtois et al., 2006; Reeck et al., 2012; Carlson et al., 2009) found increased activity in extrastriate visual cortex for validly versus invalidly cued targets. This is similar to studies that used emotionally neutral cues (fMRI: Santangelo et al., 2009; Zimmer and Macaluso, 2007 ; EEG: Eimer, 2000) , as well as to studies that used crossmodal paradigms with neutral cues (Macaluso et al., 2000) . Another brain area sensitive to the direction of spatial attention due to cueing is the inferior parietal lobule (IPL). Using fearful facial cues followed by neutral targets, Pourtois et al. (2006) found increased activity in the IPL for validly versus invalidly cued targets. Likewise, in a crossmodal spatial cueing paradigm with neutral cues, Macaluso et al. (2000) found also increased brain activation in inferior parietal cortex next to extrastriate visual cortex. However, it remains to be seen whether the validity effects observed in these areas for neutral stimuli as well as negative emotional cues (anger or fear) reverse in the case of disgust.
In the present fMRI-study, we presented three auditory cues of neutral, disgusting and fearful content intermixed in an event-related spatial cueing design. During fMRI, each of these three sounds was presented equally often to the right or left ear and was followed by a neutral visual target on the same (valid) or opposite (invalid) side of space where the cue was presented. The target was a white arrow, pointing up-or downwards. Participants were required to press one of two buttons indicating whether the arrow pointed up-or downwards. After fMRI-scanning, participants rated all sound cues for emotional valence and arousal as well as their motivation to turn towards or away from a person making such sounds. With regard to the behavioral results, we hypothesized a typical cueing effect for fear and neutral sound cues: a validly cued target should be detected faster than an invalidly cued target. In the case of the disgust cues, however, we expected the reverse pattern: Here, an invalidly cued target should be detected faster than a validly cued target. This would indicate that disgust sounds direct attention away to the opposite side of space, whereas the other two cues should direct attention towards the same side of space. Taken together, the results for fear and disgust should result in an interaction of emotion by validity. With regard to the analysis of the fMRIresults, we expected cue-related activity in auditory cortex independent of emotional types (Ethofer et al., 2012; Zimmer and Macaluso, 2005) , but emotion-dependent activation in areas showing some emotion specificity, such as the insula for disgust (Wicker et al., 2003; Brown et al., 2011) and the amygdala for fear (Pessoa et al., 2005; Isenberg et al., 1999) . This pattern of results would confirm that, during cuepresentation, the sounds and their emotional context was correctly perceived. For the main analysis of target processing, we expected that the behavioral interaction of emotion by validity would be reflected in areas central to spatial attention, such as the visual cortex and parietal areas like the IPL and the TPJ. Specifically, for the visual cortex and the IPL, we expected more activation when targets were cued invalidly by disgust, but validly cued by fearful and neutral sounds. We hypothesized that this interaction pattern would reverse in the TPJ. Here, more activation should be revealed by targets which are validly cued by disgust, but invalidly cued by fear or neutral sounds.
Materials and methods

Participants
Thirty-two participants (15 men, mean age 26.6 years, SD = 6.3) took part in the fMRI-experiment. All were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and had no history of psychiatric or neurological disease. For twenty-six of these participants, we included a questionnaire after fMRI-scanning, where we asked them to rate valence and arousal of the emotional sounds and the participants' motivation to turn towards or away from a person making such sounds. In addition, for twelve of the participants, an eye-tracker was available during fMRI-measurements. The recorded eye-tracking data of these participants were used in a second fMRI-analysis, which included only trials with correctly maintained fixation. The participants received course credit for participation, regardless of their performance. All participants gave written informed consent according to the ethical standards laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki (http://www.wma.net/ en/30publications/10policies/b3/index.html). The study was approved by the Ethics committee of the University of Graz.
Paradigm
We used a crossmodal spatial cueing paradigm to investigate if disgusting and fearful sound cues would direct spatial attention differently. More specifically, we expected that disgusting sounds would direct spatial attention away from their origin, in contrast to fearful sound cues which should attract spatial attention towards their location. Behaviorally, reaction times to visual targets should be faster for invalid targets compared to valid targets when cued by disgust, whereas the opposite effect was expected for targets cued by fear. This behavioral interaction of emotion by validity should also be reflected in brain activity of the visual cortex. To test this hypothesis, participants had to detect whether a little arrow that was presented either to the left or right side of a centered fixation cross pointed upward or downward. Two thirds of the targets were equally often preceded either by a disgusting or a fearful sound on the same (valid) or opposite (invalid) side of space whereas one third of the targets were preceded by a neutral sound.
Stimuli & fMRI-paradigm
During scanning, a fixation cross was presented at the center of the screen. To the left and right of the fixation cross (−9.5°/+9.5°horizon-tally), slightly (4°) below central fixation, two rectangular boxes (3.5 × 3.8 cm 2 corresponding to 3.3°× 3.6°) were positioned. Within these boxes a crowd of little arrows were presented as forward and backward masks (see Fig. 1 ). For target presentation, the mask was replaced by an arrow, either pointing up-or downwards (50% up/50% down; see also Fig. 1 ). The side of presentation of the arrow (either to the left or right of the fixation cross) was randomized on a trial-bytrial basis. The emotional cueing sound was one of three different types of sound stimuli (disgust, fear, neutral) which could be presented either to the right or the left ear. The disgust stimulus was a vomiting sound, the fearful stimulus was a female voice screaming in fear and the neutral stimulus was a sound of someone biting into an apple. All sounds were evaluated for valence, arousal and motivation at the end of the fMRI-experiment by most of the participants (see also below). Each of the three sound stimuli had a duration of 1000 ms. This duration guaranteed that the emotional content of the sound was fully processed by the participants before the occurrence of the target (e.g., Paulmann and Pell, 2010) . The overall sound level was aligned to 80 dB for both emotional sounds. To conserve the emotional character of the sounds, the time-frequency structures of the original emotional as well as the original neutral sound were not changed (cf. for happy/sad emotional sounds: Banse and Scherer, 1996; Laukka, 2001, 2003) . For lateralized presentation, the originally stereo-recorded sounds (someone vomiting, screaming fearfully or biting into an apple) were converted into mono-channel sounds by using "Au Adobe Audition" (http://www.adobe.com). During scanning, these mono-channel sounds were then delivered using the software Presentation (neurobehavioral systems; http://www.neurobs.com) to either the left or the right channel of specialized fMRI-headphones that also attenuated the surrounding scanner noise by a noise-reduction level of 30 dB (company NordicNeurolab; http://www.nordicneurolab.com/products/ AudioSystem.html). Each trial started with a random inter-stimulus-interval (ISI) of 2250, 2500, 2750, 3000 or 3250 ms. Following this interval, a disgusting, fearful or emotionally neutral sound stimulus was presented either to the right or left ear. After a cue-offset to target-onset interval of 200, 250 or 300 ms, the forward mask was replaced by the target picture (an arrow; see Fig. 1 ). The target was presented for 100 ms. Participants were instructed to ignore the sound stimuli and to press one of two keys of the fMRI-compatible response box indicating whether the arrow pointed upward or downward while maintaining their fixation on the fixation cross. All participants completed four runs of 120 stimuli each, resulting in a duration of approximately 40 min (480 trial). Between the first and second run as well as between the third and fourth run, there was a short break of approximately one minute. To allow participants to close their eyes for some time, the anatomical scan was measured in the break between the second and third run.
Behavioral recording during the fMRI session
The participants were instructed to decide whether the briefly shown arrow pointed up-or downwards. Upward-responses were given by pressing the upper one of two buttons with the right index finger, downward-responses by pressing the lower button with the right middle finger. Note, that up-and down responses were equally distributed and averaged across each stimulus condition, thus excluding any possible influences due to the use of different fingers. Only trials for which the behavioral responses occurred between 200 ms and 1000 ms after target presentation were considered for further analysis (resulting in 99.33% included trials). Accuracy rates and reaction times (RTs) were computed averaged across up/down answers and then separately calculated for the valid and invalid conditions of each emotion. Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and subsequent paired t-tests were performed for the RTs and the accuracy-rates for the six multisensory conditions (i.e., three emotions, validly/invalidly cued).
Behavioral rating of emotional sounds after scanning
After scanning, twenty-six of all thirty-two participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire in order to evaluate the sounds. They were first asked to name the emotion (open answer) evoked by the each of three sound types including the possibility of "no emotion at all". For analysis, we counted how often disgust-related, neutral or positive emotions were named by the participants for the three presented sound types. Then the participants rated the valence of the sounds on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = very positive; 2 = positive; 3 = neutral; 4 = negative; 5 = very negative) as well as the perceived arousal of three sounds types on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = very weak; 2 = weak; 3 = moderate; 4 = strong; 5 = very strong). The ratings of valence and arousal were averaged across participants for each sound type (disgust/fear/neutral).
For a further evaluation of the stimuli, participants also rated on a scale of 1 to 5 if and how strongly they would turn towards or away from a person who would make a sound such as presented in the experiment. Ratings started with "1" for "strongly turning towards", via "3" for "neutral", to "5" for "strongly turning away". For all analyses, the average rating for each sound type was computed and an ANOVA was calculated with subsequent Bonferroni corrected posthoc-tests.
Analyses of eye-tracking data
To control whether participants fixated centrally throughout a trial, for twelve of all 32 participants, the gaze direction was monitored during fMRI using an EyeLink 1000 eye tracker (SR Research, Canada) which is compatible for use in the scanner environment. The velocity threshold for saccade detection was set to 30°/s, and the acceleration threshold was set to 8000°/s 2 . Each participant completed a 9-point calibration before the first and the third run. We recorded monocularly from the dominant eye with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. For each participant, eye-tracking-data were analyzed for a 1000 ms window from the beginning of the sound cue. Fixation losses (e.g., due to saccades or blinks) were defined as changes in the horizontal eye position that were greater than +/− 2°of visual angle (see Zimmer and Macaluso, 2005 for a similar method). Stimulus onsets for fixation-lost and fixation-correct trials were then separately entered into the analysis of the fMRI-data.
Image acquisition
Imaging was carried out with a 3 T Siemens Magnetom Skyra scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) using a 20-channel Siemens manufactured head coil. Structural images for Fig. 1 . Task paradigm. An example of a valid stimulus sequence is presented. Sound cues of disgusting, fearful or neutral context were presented equally often to the right or left ear and were followed after a mask by a neutral visual target on the same (valid, 50%) or opposite side of space were the cue was presented (invalid, 50%). The targets consisted of a white arrow, pointing up-or downwards. Participants were required to push one of two buttons indicating whether the arrow pointed up-or downwards and to ignore the sound cues. each participant were collected using an isotropic MPRAGE sequence with FOV 256 mm × 256 mm × 176 mm and a resolution of 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm. The distance factor was 50% of the 1 mm slice thickness, corresponding to a gap of 0.5 mm for the structural image. Functional BOLD (blood oxygenation level-dependent) contrast was obtained using a T2*-weighted multiband-EPI-sequence. The acquisition of this multiband sequence consisted of 52 axial slices covering the cerebral cortex, acquired with a repetition time (TR) of 1.25 s and a TE of 40 ms. The in-plane resolution was 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm, with a slice thickness of 2.5 mm. The distance factor for this multiband sequence was 10% of the 2.5 mm slice thickness, corresponding to a gap of 0.25 mm.
Functional data
The MRI data were analyzed using the software package SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk). The first four functional images of each of the four runs were discarded to allow for signal stabilization. The remaining functional images were motion corrected to correct for head movement. The images were transformed (normalized) into MNI space (Friston et al., 1995 , Mazziotta et al., 1995 , using the mean image of the functional volumes and then smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 8 mm full-width at half maximum (FWHM).
Statistical inferences were based on a random effects approach (Friston et al., 1998) , which comprised three steps. First, for each subject, a design matrix, using the canonical form of the hemodynamic response function, was defined that modeled all 18 event types during cueing and target presentation and included one additional covariate for the participant's response times. The first six events coded the onset of the three different sound cue types (disgust/fear/neutral) separately for the two sides of presentation (left/right). The next twelve event types coded the onset of the target differentiating between the target-side (left/right), the target-type (preceded by the disgust/fear/ neutral cue) and the cue-target validity (valid/invalid). The last column of this first level design matrix included as a covariate of no interest the averaged participant's response time. This covariate of no-interest should remove variance associated with response time differences between the valid and invalid condition. For the second-level group analyses, we applied the flexible factorial model of SPM8. The first secondlevel group analysis was calculated on the contrasts of the first six conditions of the design matrix (onsets time-locked to the cueing phase) against baseline. These contrast images were entered into a 3 × 2 -factorial design with the factors sound-cue type and side of presentation. The other second-level group analysis was calculated on the contrasts of the next twelve conditions of the design matrix (onsets time-locked to the target phase) against baseline. The original 2 × 3 × 2 factorial design (target, side, target type, cue validity) was reduced to a 3 × 2 design and analyzed with SPM8's flexible factorial model. This reduction was possible by averaging over the first factor (left/right-sided stimulation) for the analysis in TPJ and IPL. Due to the contralateral processing in visual cortex, we here performed the 2-factorial 3 × 2 design with right stimulation for the left hemisphere and left stimulation for the right hemisphere. These contrast images were entered into a 3 × 2 -factorial design with the factors targettype and cue-target validity.
The control analysis of the twelve participants, for whom also eye movement data were available, modeled explicitly trials containing losses of fixation as an additional condition. Fixation losses were defined as changes in the horizontal eye position that were greater than +/−2°o f visual angle (see Zimmer and Macaluso, 2005 for a similar method). The first level matrix therefore consisted of the 18 event-types with a correctly maintained fixation during cueing and target presentation, the covariate for the participant's response times (see also above) and one additional event-type including all trials with a lost fixation. For this fMRI-analysis, we only calculated the second-level group analysis focusing on the events for target presentation. We expected an interaction of emotion by validity in the visual cortex and wanted to exclude the possibility that this was caused by eye movements.
Definition of ROIs
ROI for analysis of cue processing. To test for brain activity in the amygdala and insula, areas that are involved in the processing of fear and disgust, respectively, the corresponding ROIs were extracted from the aal-atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) embedded in the WFU PickAtlas toolbox in SPM8 (http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/software/pickatlas). The emotional ROIs were therefore selected independently from the current data set.
ROI for analysis of target processing. We expected that any interaction of validity by emotion would occur in the visual cortex, IPL and TPJ due to the known involvement of these areas in spatial cueing with neutral or fearful cues (e.g. Macaluso et al., 2000; Santangelo et al., 2009; Pourtois et al., 2006 ; see introduction). There were two clusters of activation in the left and right visual cortices which were used as visual ROIs. These activated clusters were taken from the overall activation (main contrast) of all target events against baseline by setting an initial threshold of p b 0.05 FWE-corrected (only clusters that surpassed FWE correction on cluster level are reported in Table 1 ). For the IPL-ROI, we used the aal IPL-ROI that includes the IPS, selecting only voxels that were also activated in the main contrast. As a review study (Geng and Vossel, 2013) indicated that the TPJ is located within the angular gyrus, the TPJ-ROI was extracted by inclusively masking the activations of the main contrast with the left and right angular gyrus of the aal-atlas, similar to the procedure of the IPL-ROI. All our ROI analyses tested for the interaction between stimuli of differential emotional validity and were therefore orthogonal to the main contrast used for the definition of the ROIs.
Results
Behavioral results during the fMRI session
Our fMRI-Participants were instructed to attend to the arrow-targets and to indicate whether the target arrow pointed up-or downwards. The percentage of excluded trials due to RTs faster than 200 ms or longer than 1000 ms was 0.67% over all participants. The remaining responses were categorized by whether they were cued validly or invalidly by one of the three sound types (disgust, fear, neutral). The reaction times were entered into a repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors sound cue type (fear, disgust and neutral) and cue-target validity (validly/invalidly cued). A significant interaction of emotion by validity was observed (F(2, 62) = 4.477; p = 0.021, Fig. 2A , black arrows). Bonferroni corrected posthoc-tests for targets after the disgusting emotional sound revealed that reaction times were significantly slower in the valid than invalid case (p = 0.009), while the pattern was opposite for targets after the fearful sound (p = 0.026). There was no cueing effect for the neutral sound (p = 0.597). A similar 3 × 2-ANOVA was calculated for the accuracy-rates which also yielded a significant interaction between emotion and validity (F(2, 62) = 15.241; p b 0.001, Fig. 2A , blue arrows). Bonferroni corrected post-hoc-tests revealed that accuracy-rates were significantly higher when targets were invalidly cued than when they were validly cued (p b 0.001). In contrast, higher accuracy rates were observed when targets were validly cued with a fear sound (p = 0.002). In the neutral sound condition, a similar validity effect obtained, which was nearly significant (p = 0.051).
Results of the behavioral rating of emotional sounds after scanning
Immediately after scanning, participants were asked to name and rate the three sound types. The analysis of the emotional sound types indicated that the disgusting sound (vomiting) was described with disgust-related words (e.g."disgust", "nausea", "vomit") by 96% of the participants (25 out of 26). In the case of the neutral sound (someone biting into an apple), participants complained about the impossibility to assign it to any emotion, resulting in predominantly "no emotion" and "curiosity"-answers (96% participants, 25 out of 26). The valence of the stimuli was rated on a 1 to 5 scale (1 = very positive; 2 = positive; 3 = neutral; 4 = negative; 5 = very negative). An ANOVA with the factor sound cue type (disgust, fear, neutral) yielded a significant main effect (F(2, 50) = 624.01; p b 0.001; Fig. 2B ). Both emotional sounds were rated as significantly more negative compared to the neutral sound (fear vs. neutral: p b 0.001; disgust vs. neutral: p b 0.001, Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests). However, the valence of both sounds (fear, disgust) was not significantly different from each other (p = 0.156). The arousal of the stimuli was also rated on a 1 to 5 scale (1 = very weak; 2 = weak; 3 = moderate; 4 = strong; 5 = very strong). An ANOVA with the factor sound cue type (disgust, fear, neutral) yielded a significant main effect (F(2, 50) = 325.46; p b 0.001; Fig. 2B ). Both emotional sounds were rated as significantly more arousing compared to the neutral sound (fear vs. neutral: p = 0.014; disgust vs. neutral: p = 0.014, Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests). However, both emotional stimuli did not significantly differ in their arousal from each other (p = 1.000).
Next, we asked participants on a 5-point-scale if and how strongly they would turn towards or away from a person who would make a sound like the three sound types. Ratings started with "1" for "strongly turning towards", via "3" for "neutral", to "5" for "strongly turning away". For the disgusting sound, an average value of 4.0 (SD = 0.218) indicated that people would rather turn away. In contrast, the fear sound was averaged to 2.0 (SD = 0.225) indicating a bias to turn towards the sound. The rating of the neutral sound was 2.9 (SD 0.12) and hence close to 3, i.e. the neutral value. Correspondingly, an ANOVA with the factor sound cue type (disgust, fear neutral) yielded a significant effect (F(2, 50) = 785, 98; p b 0.001; Fig. 2B ) as well as the Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc-tests (disgust vs. fear: p b 0.001; disgust vs. neutral: p b 0.001; fear vs. neutral: p = 0.004).
fMRI-results
Auditory cortex during auditory cueing
Previous studies had indicated that object-specific processing (i.e., processing the meaning of the sound) occurs in anterior and ventrally located parts of the auditory cortices, in contrast to posterior and dorsally located areas that are specialized in spatial processing. We analyzed the data on the basis of the onsets of the sound cues using a 2 × 3 ANOVA with the factors side of presentation (left/right) and sound cue type (disgust/fear/neutral). In a contrast of all sounds against baseline we found auditory activation covering mainly posterior parts of the auditory cortex (see Table 1 and Fig. 3A right panel) . A second contrast, comparing activity for emotional as opposed to neutral sounds, revealed a left and right cluster in the anterior part of the Fig. 2 . Behavioral results. A) Reaction times and hit rates to targets during fMRI-scanning. The interaction of emotion by validity was significant in both measurements (see black arrows for reaction times and blue arrows for hit rates). The inverted interaction indicates that targets which are faster detected are also more correctly detected (i.e., valid targets with fearful cues, but invalid targets with disgust cues). B) Sound ratings after fMRI. There were no differences in valence and arousal between the two negative emotions disgust and fear. Both were also rated of having higher valence and arousal than neutral sounds. The ratings of participants' motivation to turn towards or away from a person making sounds like the presented ones indicated avoidance of disgust in contrast to the fearful and neutral sounds. (Abbreviations: val = validly cued target; inv. = invalidly cued target) auditory cortex (see Table 1 and Fig. 3A left panel) . The third contrast compared the right versus the left and the left versus the right side of sound presentation and revealed activation in contralateral visual areas (see Table 1 and Fig. 3B ).
Emotional areas during auditory cueing
Due to the emotional context (disgust/fear) of the sound cues, we tested for neuronal activation in the corresponding emotional brain areas. ROIs of the insula cortex for disgust and the amygdala for fear were extracted from the aal-atlas. We calculated a 2 × 3 ANOVA (side of presentation by sound cue type) on the contrasts of the sound cue onsets against baseline. The contrast of disgust versus fear revealed significantly increased activity the left insular cortex (Table 2, Fig. 3 ). The opposite contrast of fear versus disgust resulted in significant activation of the right amygdala. Activation in the left amygdala was not significant (see Table 2 , Fig. 3C ).
Interaction of emotion by validity during target presentation
Our main interest was to investigate if the visual cortex, the IPL and/ or TPJ would mirror the interaction of emotion by validity that we observed in the behavioral data. Brain activity in the visual cortex and the IPL should be greater in validly versus invalidly cued trials for the fear and neutral conditions, but greater in invalidly versus validly cued trials in the disgust condition. This interaction would indicate that targets within the focus of attention showed stronger activation, mirroring the behavioral results. The TPJ should show a reverse interaction, indicating enhanced processing of targets outside the attentional focus. For all ROIs, a small volume correction was performed (see Table 3 for ROI definition). In the visual ROIs, a subregion of the bilateral visual ROIs was significant in the interaction (targets within the attentional focus) ( Table 4 , Fig. 4 ). This interaction was also significant in the bilateral IPL-ROIs (Table 4 , Fig. 4) . In contrast, the reverse interaction was found to be significant in the TPJ, indicating stronger activation for targets outside the attentional focus (Table 4 , Fig. 4 ).
Fixation controlled analysis during target presentation
To exclude any influence due to eye-movements, we conducted control analyses using only those trials of the twelve eye-tracked participants (see methods) in which the fixation was maintained at the fixation cross throughout the trial. On average, these participants maintained fixation correctly in 87.7% of the trials. The results of the corresponding fMRI analysis closely resembled our analyses over all participants. The main contrast (all target onsets against baseline) revealed similarly located visual, IPL and TPJ-ROIs (Table 4 left panels). Due to the reduced number of participants and trials, the analysis of the fixation-corrected ROIs the interaction did not always reach significance. Importantly, however, a similar pattern of results as in the main analysis was observed in the visual cortex and the IPL, as well as in the TPJ (see Table 4 left panels). The eye tracking data served to control that participants fixated centrally in all trials. This indicates that interaction activity was due to shifts of spatial attention rather than eye-movements.
Discussion
Using a crossmodal spatial cueing paradigm, we investigated how disgust and fearful sound cues directed spatial attention. A sound cue of disgusting, fearful or neutral character was presented to the left or right ear and preceded the presentation of an upwards or downwards pointing arrow which was located to the left or right of a central fixation cross. Participants were instructed to indicate the direction of the arrow's point and to ignore the sound cue. Behaviorally, an interaction of emotion by validity obtained. Responses were faster and more accurate for the validly cued targets than invalidly cued targets for the fear sound cue, and vice versa for the disgust cue. An analysis of the fMRI data time-locked to the sound cues showed that the sound cues were processed in anterior auditory cortex as well as in the corresponding emotional areas (insula, amygdala). An analysis time-locked to the targets showed an interaction of emotion by validity in the visual cortex and the IPL, indicating higher activity for the validly cued versus invalidly cued targets in the fear-condition, but vice versa in the disgust condition. Additionally, the reversed interaction pattern was observed in the TPJ. This indicates that, in the cueing phase, the emotional content of the sound cue is processed, which then determines during targetprocessing where to shift spatial attention (towards or away from the location of the cue). We conclude that disgust cues lead to spatial avoidance, different from other negative emotions like fear.
Behavioral evidence for the interaction of fear and disgust
Using a fully randomized and intermixed presentation of the three cueing sound types (disgust/fear/neutral), we found an interaction between the emotional type of the cue and the spatial relation of the cue to the target. Responses to targets on the opposite side of the disgust cue (invalidly cued) were faster and with a higher level of accuracy than responses to targets on the same side (validly cued). The opposite response pattern was obtained for targets following fearful and neutral cues. The different way how disgust cues and fear cues directed attention was also confirmed by the rating test after the fMRI session, where participants indicated that they would turn towards a person screaming in fear, but turn away from a person making a vomiting sound. This interaction cannot be explained by arousal or valence as they were rated similarly for both sound cues. So far, spatial cueing studies had used only one single negative emotion. For negative emotional cues such as fear or anger, the studies indicated consistently typical cueing effects with improved performance for the valid condition (presented as sounds or as faces (Fichtenholtz et al., 2007; Brosch et al., 2009 ). In contrast, inverse validity effects with increased performance for the invalidly cued targets were found in a few studies that had used disgust cues (Zimmer et al., 2015; Bertels et al., 2013 ; see also Cisler and Olatunji, 2010 : healthy control group). Our behavioral results confirm and expand the results of these studies as the current study is the first fMRI study that directly compares spatial cueing for disgust and fear stimuli. Spatial avoidance thus seems to be a key feature typical for the emotion of disgust, but not fear.
Brain activity during cue-processing
A critical prerequisite for the final behavioral decision to turn towards or away from a cued location is the determination of the spatial location of the sound as well as its content. Stronger activity of the anterior part of the bilateral auditory cortices can be expected when processing emotional (fear, disgust) versus neutral sounds, whereas the middle and posterior part of the auditory cortices should be activated by all sound cues. This at least is hypothesized by the auditory dualpathway theory predicting that spatial information is processed in the dorsal posterior areas of the superior temporal gyrus (STG), whereas contextual information is processed in the ventral anterior areas of the STG (e.g. Arnott et al., 2004; Zimmer and Macaluso, 2005; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2013) . All sound cues carry location information, but only the emotional sounds also carry complex contextual information requiring further analysis.
Further support for the dual-pathway theory comes from an fMRIstudy by Ethofer et al. (2012) which revealed an emotional voice area that was located in middle to anterior regions of the STG and was specifically involved in the processing of the emotional content independent of emotion type and gender. In another study by Sander et al. (2005) , anterior parts of STG were found to be activated when processing anger prosody compared to the processing of neutral prosody regardless of whether the participant had attended to the emotional sound or not. These results fit very well with the dual-pathway theory of the auditory cortex and the anterior and posterior activation foci within the STG observed in the present study. The emotional content of our stimuli was processed early, which is evidenced by the activation in the amygdala and the insula cortex observed for the sound cues in the present study. We observed activity in the insula cortex for disgust sound cues, and amygdala activity for fearful sound cues which is in line with previous research that showed some emotion-specificity for these brain areas (Wicker et al., 2003; Tettamanti et al., 2012; Brown et al., 2011; Zimmer et al., 2014) . However, there was no evidence for any spatial avoidance of disgust sounds at this early time point. In our EEG-study, emotional differences between cueing sounds occurred relatively late at around 350-400 ms with stronger contralateral than ipsilateral activation independent of sound type (Zimmer et al., 2015) . This indicates that we are initially attracted to the location of a spatial cue independent of the cue's emotional content. Then the analysis of the emotional content of the sound determines whether the cued location needs to be avoided or not. It takes some time to analyze the emotional content of a sound. Paulmann and Pell (2010) observed priming effects in an EEG study only for emotional prosodic primes that had a duration of 400 ms, but not for a duration of 200 ms. The emotion-dependent activation of the amygdala and insula cortex observed in the present study also shows that the emotional content of the cues was successfully analyzed by the participants, a prerequisite for the later directing of spatial attention towards or away from the cued location.
Interestingly, the visual cortex was also activated when analyzing the effect of the sound cues. Importantly, the activation was always contralateral to the side of the presented sound independent of its type. This contralateral activation on cues was interpreted as a preparatory effect of shifting spatial attention towards their location (visual cues : Harter et al., 1989; Kastner et al., 1999; Hopfinger et al., 2000; auditory cues: fMRI: Macaluso et al., 2003 , EEG: Trenner et al., 2008 . For example, Macaluso et al. (2003) used a spatial attention paradigm with auditory cues and visual-tactile target trials and found crossmodal preparatory activity in visual cortex on the auditory sound cues before the presentation of the visuo-tactile targets. These results show that all auditory cues, independent of their content, prepare for possible visual targets at their spatial position. In other words, at this early time point, there is no evidence of spatial avoidance triggered by disgust stimuli.
Brain activity during target-processing
Spatial avoidance of disgust was evident in the analysis time-locked to target presentation. Here an interaction of emotion by validity was observed in the visual cortex. Whereas targets cued by fear showed stronger activity when validly cued compared to invalidly cued, the opposite pattern was observed for disgust. Here, stronger activity was observed for invalidly cued targets than for validly cued targets. Typically, in non-emotional cueing paradigms, visual cortex activity during target processing was observed to be higher for valid than for invalid cues (Hopfinger et al., 2000) . This also was observed in multisensory paradigms, when task-irrelevant non-emotional touch was presented at the same (valid) versus opposite (invalid) location to the visual targets (Zimmer and Macaluso, 2007; Macaluso et al., 2000) . Spatial cueing using emotional stimuli such as fearful facial cues also resulted in increased activity for valid versus invalid targets in extrastriate areas of the visual cortex (Pourtois et al., 2006) . These results fit very well with the validity effect that we observed here for a fearful sound cue. In the present fMRI study, the first on disgust avoidance, our results for disgust show the opposite pattern. After the successful analysis of the emotional content of the disgust sound, increased activity in visual cortex was observed for invalidly cued targets compared to validly cued targets. This indicates that attention was relocated to the position opposite to the original sound location, resulting in spatial avoidance of disgust.
A similar interaction pattern of emotion by validity was observed for the IPL (including the IPS). The IPL is involved in multisensory integration. When participants localized or identified non-emotional auditory and vibrotactile stimuli, Renier et al. (2009) found crossmodal activity, bilaterally, in the IPL. Crossmodal integration of auditory emotional context with neutral visual targets also involved the IPL (Müller et al., 2014 ; see healthy control group). The multisensory integration in IPL is also influenced by the spatial position of crossmodal stimuli. In an fMRIstudy on spatial multisensory attention, Macaluso et al. (2000) found stronger psychophysiological connections of the IPL with the visual cortex, specifically when a neutral visual target was presented in the same position as a neutral tactile distractor (see also Ahveninen et al., 2012 for a similar audiovisual connection). The IPS is the posterior dorsal borderline of the inferior parietal cortex (Seghier, 2013) and thus part of our IPL-ROI. Spatial cueing with emotional fearful facial cues showed an increase for valid versus invalid targets in the IPS (Pourtois et al., 2006) , which is compatible with the IPL-results observed here for the fear sounds. The focus of the activation within inferior parietal cortex was also similar (Pourtois et al., 2006: 30, − 42, 48; our study: 39, − 52, 50) . Summarizing, we find the same interaction in the IPL as in the visual cortex. Given the functional association of the IPL with multisensory processing, it might be speculated that the direction of spatial attention for emotional stimuli in the visual cortex could be driven by multisensory processes in the IPL. The interaction within the TPJ was opposite to the interactions observed in the visual cortex and the IPL. In the TPJ, invalidly cued targets showed more activity after fearful and neutral sound cues compared to validly cued targets. However, for disgust cues, the validly cued targets showed more activity than the invalidly cued targets. In typical non-emotional spatial cueing paradigms, the TPJ is considered to be part of the ventral fronto-parietal attention system (vFP) that reorients stimulus-driven spatial attention (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Macaluso, 2010, review) . The TPJ activates specifically on stimuli outside the attentional focus (e.g. unattended or invalidly cued stimuli; visual: Corbetta et al., 2000; multisensory: Santangelo et al., 2009; Yang and Mayer, 2014) . In EEG-research with event-related potentials, the P300 component is thought to have a number of neural sources including the TPJ (Kutas et al., 1977; Donchin, 1981; Knight et al., 1989 and Verleger et al., 2005) . In our EEG-study of spatial cueing (Zimmer et al., 2015) , we found a greater P300 activity for targets validly cued by disgust compared to targets invalidly cued by disgust, located ipsilaterally over parieto-occipital electrode sites. These results fit very well with the inverse interaction observed for the TPJ-activity observed in the present study. The increased TPJ activity for validly cued targets after disgust cues therefore indicates that the attentional focus after disgust processing was located opposite to the disgust position, requiring the need to detect and redirect attention to validly cued instead of invalidly cued targets.
To summarize, the present results confirm previous findings on neutral and fearful cueing with covert attention (Pourtois et al., 2006) . Most importantly, however, they also extend these findings by indicating that disgust cues are redirecting spatial attention opposite to their location after the emotional context is processed. Further studies are suggested that extend the generalizability of the present findings by varying emotional content and social context.
Conclusion
We used a spatial cueing paradigm to investigate how emotional sounds can direct spatial attention. Behaviorally, we found an interaction of emotion by validity: typical validity effects (valid faster than invalid) were observed for targets following neutral and fearful cues, whereas the opposite pattern obtained for disgust cues. This indicates that disgust stimuli direct attention away from them whereas fear stimuli direct attention towards their location. During cueing, visual cortex activation was observed contralaterally for all sounds, whereas, during target processing, an interaction of emotion by validity was observed, due to an inverse cueing effect for disgust sound cues. The neuroimaging results suggest that attention is first directed to the location of the sounds but then redirected in the case of disgust. Whereas fear is directing attention towards its location, disgust directs attention away. Our results elucidated the neuronal basis of this emotional interaction in brain areas of spatial attention like visual cortex, IPL and TPJ for the first time.
